Rise and rise of the ABC transporter families.
This review will inevitably be influenced by my personal experience and personal view of the progression of this amazing family of proteins. This has generated a huge literature in over nearly five decades, some ideas have bloomed and faded while others have persisted, other contributions simply become redundant, overtaken by better techniques. At the outset, the pioneers had no idea of the magnitude of the topic they were working on, then a very rough idea of the significance emerged and, progressively, the picture becomes sharper and finally extraordinary. I have tried to produce at least an outline of that progression. My apologies for the also inevitable omissions, especially relating to the mass of biochemical and spectroscopy and genetical studies. I decided to prioritise structural biology because structures when successful are definitive and of course provide a 'visual' image. However, I tried to limit the structural aspects to the proteins that reflected the main advances.